
WEDNESDAY 16/03/2022 THURSDAY 17/03/2022 FRIDAY 18/03/2022

session start 

time

MFA Sharings with 

venue MPhil/PhD presentations

MFA Sharings with 

venue

No MPhil/PhD 

presentations

09.30 Research Hub, Laban:

online: Peter Lewton-Brain 

(Dance Science)

10:00

09.30 - 15.00 in person: Yun Cheng            

(Creative Practice, Dance) Research Hub, Laban:

online: Johanna Hodson-Prior 

(Dance Pedagogy) 

10:30

Preparing to Teach,        

Day 2
in person: Irene Fiordilino 

(Creative Practice, Dance)

in person: Teal Darkenwald 

(Dance Science)

online: Shiyin Huang                   

(Dance Science)

11:00

For Day 1 particpants only
Conference Rooms 1&2, Laban: Research Hub, Laban:

11:30

(Facilitator:                                           

Uchenna Ngwe)

in person: Franziska Boehm 

(Creative Practice, Dance) venue: 

Conf Rms 1 & 2, Laban

online: Maya-Leigh 

Rosenwasser                             

(Creative Practice, Music)

in person: David Gardner 

(Dance & Music Science)

12:00

Research Hub, Laban:                                            

in person: Peter Nagle           

(Creative Practice, Music)

in person: Hristo Ushev 

(Creative Practice, Dance)

12:30

13:00

13:30

14:00 Research Hub, Laban:

14:30

in person:                          

Steven Cupitt                             

(Music Pedagogy)

15:00

in person: Zhu Sun 

(Creative Practice, Music) Research Hub, Laban: Room G17, KCC:

15:30

in person: Morad Kashef 

(Creative Practice, Music)

in person:                                  

Evan Whitfield                                

(Creative Practice, Music)                        

venue: Room G17, KCC

16:00

16:30

17:00

16.00-16.30                      

Jess McArdle                  

(MFA CP)                              

Fuel Tank

MONDAY 14/03/2022

                          MPhil/PhD presentations are online or in person at the Research Hub 

(Laban Building) or in person at other specified venues

TUESDAY 15/03/2022

9.45 - 10.15                      

Lauren Auyeung (MFA 

CP)                                    

Conf Rms 1&2, Laban

11.00-11.30                           

Clark Griffin (MFA CP)                  

Studio Theatre, Laban

12.15-12.45                             

Alexandra Visone (MFA 

CP)                                    

Seminar Rm A, Laban

14.45-15.15                                  

Brett Palaschuck (MFA 

CP)                                      

Seminar Rm A, Laban

16.00-16.30                      

Keri Lushefski                   

(MFA C)                                     

Studio Theatre, Laban

17.15-17.45                                 

Esther Perry (MFA C)                            

Studio Theatre, Laban

15.00-16.00 online                                  

PD for Research Students: 

Preparing for your Upgrade 

(Facilitator: Jonathan Clark)

For more detailed info on MFA sharings: scroll down

17.15-18.15 online                 

Research Seminar:                                       
My amateur shell’: women creating 

music and professionalism at the end 

of the 19th century                                    

Sophie Fuller

RDP (MPhil/PhD) & MFA Week 2021-22: 14-18 March 2022

9.45-10.15                    

Lewis Sharp (MFA DP) 

Studio Theatre

11.00-11.30                  

Jamal White (MFA C) 

Studio Theatre

13.30-14.00                    

Irene Miguel (MFA CP) 

Studio Theatre

For more detailed info on MPhil/PhD presentations: scroll down

online: Davood Jafari                  

(Creative Practice, Music)  

extended session, to 14.45



17:30

18.00

RDP (MPhil/PhD) 

students

Franziska Boehm (Creative 

Practice, Dance)

Yun Cheng (Creative 

Practice, Dance)

Steven Cupitt (Music 

Pedagogy)

Teal Darkenwald (Dance 

Science)

Irene Fiordilino (Creative 

Practice, Dance)

David Gardner (Dance & 

Music Science)

Johanna Hodson-Prior 

(Dance Pedagogy)

Shiyin Huang (Dance 

Science)

Davood Jafari (Creative 

Practice, Music)

Morad Kashef (Creative 

Practice, Music)

Peter Lewton-Brain (Dance 

Science)

Peter Nagle (Creative 

Practice, Music)

Maya-Leigh Rosenwasser 

(Creative Practice, Music)

Jinah Shim (Creative 

Practice, Music)

Zhu Sun (Creative Practice, 

Music)

Movement retraining for musicians’ focal dystonia: Perceptions and implications for prevention of the condition. Musicians’ focal dystonia is a neurological movement disorder that currently affects 

more than 1% of professional musicians. This presentation discusses the current utilisaton of movement retraining techniques in rehabilitation, the perceptions and experiences of dystonic musicians that 

undertake movement retraining, and implications for prevention.

The Quest: A Hero's Journey. Developing a creative dance unit of work which can support the progression of resilience and positive wellbeing in secondary education, through a self-affirmation approach. 

Nurturing the Process: A Feldenkrais Method inspired choreographic practice.

Heuristics and Heuristic Learning: Enabling students to discover knowledge for themselves through heuristic, haptic, experiential active learning. Moving away from the master-apprentice model of 

knowledge transfer; aiming to enable students to become heuristic researchers of their own technical and expressive practices in order to develop a deep and embedded understanding that eventually leads 

to an intuitive ‘knowing-doing’…and encouraging teachers to facilitate such exploration and discovery.  

Presentation info

17.15-17.45                                 

Esther Perry (MFA C)                            

Studio Theatre, Laban

Works Such That No One Knows What’s Going On: Some thoughts on the aesthetics of uncertainty. This presentation will reflect on the evolution of my research project, the virtues of not-knowing and 

the potentials of instability, with reference to two current collaborative projects.

17.15-18.15 online                 

Research Seminar:                                       
My amateur shell’: women creating 

music and professionalism at the end 

of the 19th century                                    

Sophie Fuller

The impact of the felt sense on the voicing body: introducing relationships between theory and practice through live-mapping within a somatic-artistic environment. The presentation will be held 

in conference room 1 and 2, where curated documentation from the research process will be display alongside a 20-minute presentation. The presentation conveys the blueprint of the research design 

through elements of voice, drawing and experimentation with screen technology. Aiming to investigate aspects of accessibility, elements of the format of a ‘relaxed performance’ will be adapted into the set-up 

of this research presentation. Conference room 1 and 2 function as separate but also spatially connected environments in which audience members can choose how and where to join the presentation. 

Generally, people are allowed to enter and leave the conference rooms freely, and there is an open attitude towards audience noise and movement.

Composing polyphonic music based on Classical, Persian music. Iranian music is monophonic, yet it has other features, namely microtones, free meter, a particular modal system and so on.         The 

core idea of my PhD is to compose polyphonic pieces based on the characteristics of Iranian music. In this presentation, initially, I will briefly introduce Iranian music and its tuning systems from the remote 

past to the present day. Secondly, I will share the experimental pieces which I have composed based on one of the oldest disused tuning systems of Iranian music. Thirdly, I will talk about my new 

compositions based on the present tuning system of Iranian music. I have decided to collaborate with Iranian musicians in the first year, western musicians in second year, and a combination of both on the 

third year. I will provide the audience with a high-quality recording of all the pieces I have composed as well as the scores on the day. 

While music is often an integral component of a dance performance, it is often the case that a dance is choreographed as a response to a piece of music instead of driven by or composed in conjunction with 

the movement. Thus, a series of movement explorations developed during the CoLab process refined the generation of sound based on the movement of the dancer using motion capture technology to track 

3D positional data. This required the dancer to be particularly attuned to the implications of each gesture and their position in space as it related to their center of gravity, each joint position, and the 

acceleration of their limbs. Thus, instead of the dancer responding to a piece of music, the dancer had autonomy over the way that the sonic environment was shaped relative to their movement choices and 

the musicians developed sounds that work well for the movement nuances of dance.             This presentation will feature a series of movement explorations related to sound based on a collaboration 

between Sam Hayden and Teal Darkenwald who developed and refined current technologies from a previous iteration of this project in order to create a new work. During the CoLab rehearsal period, a 

dancer experimented with developing movements to highlight the sonic output developed and mixed live by Hayden and created a piece in conjunction with the creative input from a composer/pianist, a harpist 

and a vocalist. Darkenwald refined the connection between the sonic mapping and the movement and facilitated the development of a piece for the final showing. This presentation will highlight the creative 

process as it was shaped into a final performance and the future developments for the work.

Re-think Chopin Nocturn with metaphor. In this session I will be talking about my working process on Chopin Nocturn op.27 no.1 through a narrative making, creating an understanding of the piece. 

Performance enhancement and mesenteric mobilization in dancers. This session presents a randomized controlled trial of manual osteopathic mobilization in dance performance. The intervention 

considers the mesentery, the notion of anatomic continuity within a fascial system and their influence on dancers. Measures of both focal component (leg height) and postural component (trunk displacement) 

in développé à la seconde will be measured in two groups following five weeks of either seminal mesenteric mobilization or active stretching interventions. Thirty-five dancers from the same professional 

dance company are participating in this study which aims to elicit insights regarding performance enhancement, dance pedagogy, injury prevention and treatment protocols in dancers

Musculoskeletal injury and pain in Chinese classical dancing: A systematic review

Mapping: An original method of practice and research. The aim of this presentation is to expose 'mapping' as an original method of practice and research, striving to reveal its inherent performativity, to 

demonstrate its many possible applications within a creative process, and to open a line of enquiry on the production of 'signs'.



Hristo Ushev (Creative 

Practice, Dance)

Evan Whitfield (Creative 

Practice, Music)

MFA Students

Lauren Auyeung (MFA 

Creative Practice)

Clark Griffin (MFA Creative 

Practice)

Alexandra Visone (MFA 

Creative Practice)

Revital Laurence (MFA 

Dance Science)

Brett Palaschuk (MFA 

Creatgive Practice)

Keri Lushefski (MFA 

Choreography)

Esther Perry (MFA 

Choreography)

Lewis Sharp (MFA Dance 

Performance)

Jamal White (MFA 

Choreography)

Irene Miguel (MFA Creative 

Practice)

Manuela Albrecht (MFA 

Creative Practice)

Jess McArdle (MFA 

Creative Practice) Practical sharing of a sound installation with audience participation.

Dance performance 

This project in progress will explore the neurological aspects of sleep and dream states with the use of choreography and authentic movement

Studio practice, lecture demonstration with audience participation. Investigating the experience of the performer within performance and performative states.

Lecture demonstration sharing studio practice of movement methodology centred around gravity.

Sharing of practical research on the application of Somatic Practices to help dancers embody music in Salsa Dance improvisation and performance.

Lecture demonstration

Towards a Structural Context for 20th Century Contemporary Classical Piano Improvisation. My research explores how the application of post-tonal compositional techniques from composers from the 

first half of the 20th century (Ravel, Debussy, Stravinsky, Ives, Schoenberg, et. al.) could be used to simulate a new context for contemporary classical solo piano improvisation – one that might have existed, 

hypothetically, if certain cultural, historical, and musicological factors had fostered its genesis.                                                                                                                                                                                            

I will be presenting my attempts at adapting early 20th century Western compositional modernisms (i.e., polymodality, bitonality/polytonality, pan-diatonicism, polymetricality, and the re-invention of classical 

forms) via the evolution of my Sonata for Improvising Piano, No. 1, from early through-composed sections based on a nonatonic row and rhythm matrix (work-in-progress from Fall, 2021), to my latest graphic 

sketches influenced by Impressionism and French organ improvisation practice. I would like to include a live piano improvisation of one movement of my Sonata, and/or several short musical demonstrations 

highlighting specific composer’s styles and the possibilities for their incorporation in a semi-abstract, structured form for improvisation. 

Description

Encountering the Body – a creative practice researching the phenomena of psychological and corporal unconscious patterns, as experienced and manifested by the subjective personality of the 

transdisciplinary performer

Installation and movement practice. Includes artwork, fashion and video as well as live element. 

Performance/demonstration incorporating different creative practices (sci-fi writing, poetry, music, somatics, improvisation).

Lecture demonstration with videos showing studio-based practice

Lecture demonstration

Lecture demonstration and sharing of movement practice


